
TREAT BAG 

“The house that jack built” 

open 

MATERIALS: 1/3 yard of Web Fabric, 1/3 yard for Lining, 1 Fat Quarter Black Solid for Spider, 30” of Black 

Webbing for Straps, 2 Buttons for Eyes, 1/4 yard Fusible Web such as Heat N Bond.  

From your Web Fabric and Lining Fabric cut 2 pieces 10” x 14” from each.  

Trace the spider oval below onto your Fusible Web.  Also cut a piece of Fusible Web 3” x 6”. Iron both to the 

wrong side of your Black Solid fabric.  Cut out the Spider and Cut the 3” x 6” piece into 8 legs: 3/4” x 3”. 

Remove the paper from the Fusible Web and iron your Spider onto one of your Web rectangles. Refer to the 

picture. Trim the legs on the left side of your spider so that they line up with the edge of the fabric.  Stitch 

around your spider if you like.  Sew two buttons on for the eyes.  

Cut your webbing into two pieces 15” long.  Place strap onto your Web fabric, 2 1/2” from each side. Pin in 

place. Layer a piece of your Lining fabric on top of your Web fabric RST and sew 1/4” on the top to secure 

the straps in place.  Repeat for both Web Outside pieces. 

 Stitch on dotted line (with Lining Fabric layered on top with right sides together) 

 Open up your fabrics so that the Web Outside and Lining are laying flat.  Lay your 

 two pieces right sides together with the Web on the Web and Lining on the Lining.  

 Sew the two pieces together using a 1/4” seam, leaving about 3” open 

 on the lining to turn it right sides out.  

 Turn the bag right side out and stitch the opening closed.  

    Push the Lining down into the Web Outside and Press.  Fill with treats & enjoy!  
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